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Brothers,
Well, the first two months
of 2011 have been packed
full of Masonic events. First,
we had our visit from the
District Deputy Grand Master. That was followed by
our first MM Degree of the
year. For those of you that
didn’t make it you really
missed a great performance
from everyone starting with
our Stuarts, who were spot
on, to our very own King
Solomon. But we could not
have pulled it off without
the help of the Brothers
from the other lodges. It’s
great to experience the
Brotherhood across lodges
as we interact and
strengthen our Fraternity. Once again, I would
like to thanks everyone that
helped make it such a fantastic experience for our

From The EAST
two newest Brothers. The
following week we took the
Unity Gavel to East Gate for
the DDGM’s visit along with
an extra gift of the Hot
Gavel. If you have not visited our brothers at East
Gate you should. It is all
ways a great time. By the
time this newsletter
reaches you we will have
had our second meeting of
the year. We will also be
preparing for our second
degree of the year which is
an EA degree on February
22nd. I look forward to seeing everyone there. There
is one last item of business. We are looking at
ways of saving the lodge
some money. If you would
be interested in receiving
your Trestle Board electronically instead of by
www.SutherlandLodge.org

mail, please send me an
email at
174s100th@gmail.com.
Fraternally yours,
Brother Greg Scott
Worshipful Master
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From The WEST
From the West,
Legend has it that if Punxsutawney Phil emerges from his temporary burrow—a simulated tree stump at
the rural site of Gobbler's Knob—on February 2 and sees his shadow, winter weather will continue for six more
weeks across the United States. But if Phil doesn't see his shadow, then spring temperatures are just around the
corner. By seeing no shadow as he emerged from his ceremonial burrow in Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania, on
Groundhog Day 2011, Phil, according to tradition, is said to have predicted an early spring. Here is to an early
Spring!
Below is an interesting article I found on-line while looking for background info for this months article. I
expect that everyone at one point has asked or tried to explain what is freemasonry.
“If you perform a Google search for the words: "What is Freemasonry?", Google returns a daunting
1,120,000O results pages. Therefore, at a minimum, (duplicate copies excluded), several hundred thousand
Masonic authors have attempted to express and define Freemasonry in terms of what it has meant to them, personally. In their attempts to answer the question of "What is Freemasonry?", most authors write long, eloquent,
flowing paragraphs, enumerating Freemasonry's many benefits and virtues; its mystic symbolism, its history,
its philosophy, its religious spirituality, its universality, and its feelings of brotherhood among men across the
world. Much like the reflected mirror image of the true self, men receive from Freemasonry what they put into
it. The most succinct answer to the question of "What is Freemasonry?" is found in the book, Conversations on
Freemasonry, by Henry Wilson Coil, Sr., entitled "Facets of the Diamond".
Facets of the Diamond
At the present day, we find much uncertainty as to what Freemasonry is or means.
Some call it a religion; others, merely religious.
Some say its fundamental dogma is monotheism; others add immortality of the soulor even resurrection of the
body; some consider it Christian; while still others aver that, fundamentally, it has no religious doctrine at all.
Many think of it almost as a temperance society or one of pharisaic morality; {Sic} (meaning excessively or
hypocritically pious); others as a patriotic society to uphold the flag, the Constitution, and the public schools.
Not a few regard it as a charitable or benevolent institution, at least, expecting it to care for them in old age.
Some look upon the lodge as a holy place; others as merely a private room where the ceremonies may be performed in secrecy.
Some never tire of the ritual and have mastered it so thoroughly that the least slip of a word or phrase gives
pain; others are soon surfeited and care little to hear it oft repeated.
Many take the ritual literally; others symbolically; while a few, with no thought about it either way, perfect
themselves in its rendition in order to gain that eminence which comes from passing through the chairs.
Some see all sorts of meanings in the symbols; others see only the symbols themselves.
Some become immersed in the history of the Fraternity; others in its philosophy of life; and a few work out of it
a fine and exalting spirituality.
Some sense a strong bond of brotherhood; others find only a social club or
place to meet for diversion; some merely scent the aroma of a dinner; while some
find nothing whatever in the order and soon lose contact with it.
Surely, if Freemasonry is a jewel, it is a diamond with many facets.”
Source: Conversations on Freemasonry by Henry Wilson Coil, Sr., 1976, Transactions of the Missouri Lodge of Research, Volume No. 32, page 11.
What is Freemasonry to you?
Fraternally,
Jason R. Schultz, Senior Warden
813.294.3162
jschultzis@hotmail.com / jason.schultz@colliers.com
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From The SOUTH
Greetings from the South!
We had a great MM degree last month and special mention should be made to those that went
the extra mile to make it so special. It was truly an experience to see it done in full costume, and I
have to say that Bro. Pomeroy made a fantastic King Solomon.
I will be forming a work party and would appreciate any help that
any of the brothers can offer. I will have a list of items that need our direct
attention, hopefully at this month’s stated meeting. Please consider giving
of your time if possible to help keep our aging lodge standing. Anyone that
can help should contact me at TOWERBENDER@AOL.COM. This is my personal email and checked daily.
I would like to extend a welcome to our newest Master Masons, bros.
James and Zhukov to the sublime degree.
Sincerely,
Bro. Joseph Ballow Jr. Warden
Senior Warden

From The Treasurer
Brethern,
We are on budget and our financial position is very solid. Thank you to all who have paid their dues,
added to the Second Century Project and continue to support our charities. We expect to see some
increased expense with the cold weather and the increased use of the lodge. These are expected and
have been budgeted. The Worshipful Master is planning a number of fund raising opportunities this
year and with the great turn out that we had at these functions, we expect to see a marked increase in
available funds for the physical plant and property improvements that he has planned.
Remember to keep the lodge in your thoughts and seriously consider becoming a perpetual member, if you have not already done so. A perpetual
membership provides you with the security of always having your dues card
and also benefits the lodge in perpetuity. A perpetual membership is twenty
(20) times dues or simply put, $2,000. It can be paid in five (5) installments,
lump sum or a combination thereof. The money is deposited into an annuity
and the lodge receives your $100 dues annually from Grand Lodge, forever. Please consider it for youslef and the lodge.
Stay warm, brothers and see you in lodge.
Sincerely,
Brian Campbell
Treasurer

www.SutherlandLodge.org
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From the Chaplain
The Home Pantry:
In keeping with January’s article, we will start to discuss the 5 primary needs (food, water, shelter,
energy, and security) with the first two items. In an emergency when a trip to the grocery store isn’t possible or when the utilities are down or unreliable, we all must depend on the items we have on hand. There
is no reason why we shouldn’t be able live comfortably or longer, depending on the severity of the emergency. This is how we can get started without breaking the bank or having to purchase expensive shelf
stable food.
Place a note pad on the kitchen counter where you won’t forget to use it. Every time you have a
meal or snack, write down what you had on the notepad. Be as specific as possible without making it a
chore. For example, let’s say you have a grilled cheese sandwich, bowl of chicken noodle soup and an
orange for lunch. Write it down. After a period of time, a couple of weeks is a good start, break out the
meals into their components. For example this meal breaks out to bread, cheese, butter/oil, soup and an
orange. After breaking out your meals you will have a list of the foods you eat. Now make a shopping list
from the breakout. The next time you go to the grocery, get a couple of extra cans of soup, an extra loaf of
bread to store in the freezer, a block of stable cheese (Velveeta will last a long time on the shelf) and some
canned fruit. Once you have enough food to sustain you for the period of time you have set as your goal,
take an inventory. Before you go to the grocery store the next time, have a look at what you have consumed and replace the shortage. In the case of cans, place the new stock in the back and push the older
stock to the front. When you consume a can of food, grab it from the front row. Rotation systems can be
more complex depending on the scale of your pantry but this is a simple start. There is no need to buy
everything at once. Add a few items per week until you meet your goal.
The most challenging part of the pantry is preparing for those items that must be refrigerated. If
there is an emergency, consume your refrigerated goods first before they spoil. To substitute these items
in your emergency diet, use items that are the canned equivalent. For example, if you have chicken for
dinner, the shelf stable version would be a can of chicken. The glass of milk you put on your cereal can be
replaced with powdered milk or shelf stable milk. These items must be rotated into your diet throughout
the year so they don’t spoil and to ensure it is a product you are willing to eat in an emergency. Be creative in your choices of food in your pantry but make sure it is food you like to eat and can prepare when
the power may be out. When it comes to storing this food when kitchen storage isn’t possible, there are
several choices. Look in your closets for space under your hanging garments or under your bed in a box
or low profile tub. It does make rotation more challenging but once you start rotating your cans, it will become habit.
In a similar fashion, purchase water in the small portable bottles that we all use and/or some gallon
jugs. A guide for the amount of water needed will be a minimum of one gallon
per person per day. If your target is enough supplies for 10 days for yourself,
spouse and child that would be 30 gallons of water that needs to be available.
That is a lot of water to store. There are some products on the market to assist
with this problem. For example there is a storage bladder that goes in the bath
tub to store water in an emergency (Water Bob: http://
www.cheaperthandirt.com/CAMP205-1.html) that will hold 100 gallons of water
for $20. Based on the calculation above that is nearly enough water for that family of three for a month. A few drops of bleach will keep it stable and free of microbial growth.
Here are just a few suggestions for preparing yourself and your family for
an emergency. Hurricane season will be here soon. Don’t be caught relying on
the government or your neighbor for food and water. I challenge you to prepare
yourself and create a home pantry and begin to store enough water.
Brother James Clark

Www.Sutherland.org
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From The Secretar y
Brethren,
Well, this year has gotten off to a fast start. We had our installation on January 8, 2011 and it was a
very good ceremony. With over forty brothers and their family members in attendance, it was great
seeing the lodge room filled. We had our first DDGM visit at our January
stated communication, and it went very well. Junior Warden Joe Ballow and
his team of Bros. Aaron Robertson and Brian Cappolla did a fantastic job
cooking dinner. No one left lodge hungry! We also had two brothers (Jeff
James and Sergei Zurkov) raised to Master Mason. Again, it was great seeing the lodge filled with brothers, especially during the degree. And these
are only some of the activities the lodge has been involved in. February is
just as filled with EA and FC degrees planned, and a family dinner being
planned for our stated communication. As you can see, things at Sutherland
Lodge are pretty exciting, and our Worshipful Scott has a lot more planned
throughout the year. Please come and participate as I know you will have a
very enjoyable time.
On the Level,
Frank Gaughen
Secretary

From The Senior Deacon
My Brother’s
What a busy first two months we had at Sutherland. Our first Stated Communication was the
DDGM R:W. Robert “Bob” Matheson’s official visit. It went very well with all the Officer’s sitting in
their new seats in Lodge. As always the dinner was very good. The next week we hosted a Master
Mason Degree for Brothers Sergei Zhurkov and Jeffery James. The first half had all of Sutherland’s officer’s sitting in their normal places except for the Worshipful Master, which was held by R:H. Bradley
Watson. Once again everybody did a great job. The second half was performed by mostly Sutherland brothers with some help from a few brothers from Pearl of the West. It was a real honor and
pleasure to perform King Solomon. It was truly an experience I will never forget. Jason Shultz was
SGW, Rick Raguso was the JD, Richard Sikes was SD from POW, James Mayo was Chaplain from POW,
Louis Thomas was Jubela, Greg Scott was Jubelo and Brian Campbell was Jubelum, Aaron Robertson as the Way fairing man , FC #12 was R:H. Watson. I
would like to thank Worshipful Ray Vance for delivering the Charge and R:W.
Ed Street for another great lecture. If you missed this degree you truly missed
a really great night. Everybody did a great job on their parts.
By the time this arrives to you we will have held an EA degree initiating
four new brothers. It truly looks like it will be a great year for Sutherland. If
you haven’t been to Lodge lately, please come out and see what all the excitement is all about.
Brother Larry P Pomeroy
Senior Deacon
produman@aol.com

www.Sutherland.org
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From The Junior Deacon
Brethren,
Our Worshipful Master Greg Scott, has opened our Lodge and what an interesting year this will be. Already, we have received several compliments on our
fraternal atmosphere and there is no greater compliment than the attendance of
brothers from other Lodge's. I look forward to opening our Lodge door to more
visiting brothers and expect that we will continue in extending that brotherly
love which is an integral part of Masonry.
Brother Rick Raguso
Junior Deacon

From The Marshall
Brothers,
Three Candidates will be initiated Entered Apprentice Masons February 22. There will be a
practice Monday, February 21. We need to spend a lot of time practicing our
degree work so that we are prepared for whatever comes up.
This leads again to my librarian duties. I have spent so much time preparing for ritual work and in York Rite for Captain General and Illustrious Master that I have not had time to read any of the books in our library to right reviews for nor have I seen any books signed out to indicate that others would
have a review. So I give you an open invitation to look at our library and check
out a book or books to read and give us a review.
Respectfully,
Brother Marshal and Librarian
Louis I. Thomas

Brothers,
If you notice on the next two pages we are offering spaces for you to
place your business card. We are hoping to achieve two things in doing
this. First to help off-set the growing costs of putting out the Trestle
Board. And second to help find a business that is either owned, operated or Mason friendly. This I believe will be very beneficial for all. If
you would like to add your card or a business you know of would like to
add one, please contact Greg Scott or Larry Pomeroy to have it added
for next publication.
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Brain Campbell
Frank Gaughen III
Richard Brooks
Kenneth Warner
Louis I. Thomas
Jack Bostrom
Jarvis Wood
Timothy L. Bryce
Kenneth R. James, II
D.D.G.M (2007)
Frank P. Sloan
Garry Sullivan
John J. Grasso
Steve Polo
Norbert Cheeseman
Edward Martin
James Pecka
Steve Hedgecock
Austin B. McGreal
Samuel E. Hart
Richard J. Clowes
Gary Connolly
Harry Phillips
Wiley E. Stacy
Dennis V. Cole, Jr.
James W. Hale
James M. Mann
Clarence L. Ammons
Christy G. Metcalfe, Jr.
William B. White
Darrell Myers
William B. Keigans
Melvin Brackin
J. Michael Beijar
D.D.G.M (1994)
Ralph B. Hunter
Kenneth R. James
David Kent
William F. Tew
Clarence Carter
Edward Swaffod
William G. Roberts, Jr.
Donald Scofield
Norman G. Atherton
Ronald A. Adair
Elmer W. Olson
James E. McDaniel
Ralph L. Childs
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2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981, 1979
1980
1978
1977
1976
1975, 1966, 1963
1974
1973, 1967, 1965
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1964
1962
1961
1960, 1931

Henry V. Watt
William O. Tinny
Charles Howard Hagan
H. Vivian Tinny
Julian Wallace
James E. Stevens
Ellis B. Lipsey
George A. Ulmer
Charles A. Jones
Henry K. Tilley
C. Eugene Walters
Herbert M. Hunter
William S. Hogue,
D.D.G.M, (1953)
Lawrence L. Riviere
R. J. Johnson
C. C. Walters
R. R. Lipsey
Roy Jowers
James E. Johnson, Jr.
Edmond C. Anderson
Herbert C. Mann
Charles C. Jackson, Jr.
Gregor L. Ulmer
Pettus H. Stewart
Ernest F. Gordon
James E. Johnson
R. R. Lipsey
Herbert M. Hunter
R. W. Mair
Charles T. Sasser
T. C. Noxtine
R. J. Williford
George B. Thomas
George C. Booth
W. E. Nutt
W. R. Campbell
W. D. Wood
L. H. Eavey
H. S. Freeman
James C. Craver
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1959
1958
1957
1956
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951
1950
1949
1948
1947
1946
1945
1944
1943
1942
1941
1940
1939
1938
1937
1936
1935
1934
1933
1932
1930
1929
1928, 1923, 1922
1927
1926
1925
1924, 1921
1920
1919
1917- 1918
1914-1916
1909-1913
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From the Junior Stewart
We come from all walks of life. We all come from all manner of professions. We are many colors. We profess
many different faiths. But we all have this in common, we have all found a fraternity, we have all become Free & Accepted Masons, and we are all brothers.
Possible Titles: A Refresher On Freemasonry; Standing Before The South (Pick one you think is appropriate)
Freemasonry has and shall always affect the lives of men, taking good men and helping them become better
men by providing them the tools to accomplish this noble and glorious task.
The roots of our fraternity date back to the building of King Solomon's temple in Jerusalem around 1000 BC, but the
origins of our freemasonry can be traced to the medieval guilds of stone masons. The trade secrets of building
churches back then, without the use of mortar, and with the use of geometry, were closely guarded secrets. These
secrets were so jealously guarded that they were not even divulged to the priests of the churches that employed
them. Those guilds were formed to train masons and enforce a high standard of workmanship. Masons were then,
and continue to be, held to those high standards and expected to keep those most valuable secrets.
Eventually those guilds lost their purpose as the people became better educated across Europe. But in the age of
enlightenment there was found in Masonry an ideal metaphor for character building in men.
By 1717, the purpose of Masonry had shifted from operative masonry (actually building structures) to a guild
of speculative masons (character building). Taking the traditions of old and using them to
build up good men, and make them into better men. It has been part of society for much of
recorded history and part of America, long before the revolution against England in the
latter years of the 18th century.
We, as Masons, hold firm to a set of timeless values and maxims which as relevant
today as ever. The tenets of Brotherly Love, Relief, and Truth have guided us through the
centuries and they will continue to do so for the remainder of time. They have helped us to
become better friends, fathers, sons, professionals, and citizens.
This age old fraternity has been an inestimatable gift to me in my own life, and one
of the most dynamic forces for good I have ever encountered. I am honored to be a part of
this ancient and honorable order, and honored to be counted among my brothers.
Brother Aaron Robertson
Junior Stewart

Www.Sutherland.org
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Be sure to visit the newly re-vamped web
site. W:M. Campbell has retooled the site
let us know what you think

Schedule of events

3-1 East Gate # 355 Stated meeting 6:30 dinner 7:30 meeting
3-3 Pearl Of the West Stated communication 6:30 dinner 7:30 meeting
DDGM official visit
3-8 Officer Meeting 7pm
3-15 Stated Communication dinner 6:30 meeting 7:30
3-16 Suncoast Master’s and Warden’s 6:30 at East Gate Lodge
3-19 Zone 6 school of Instruction 5500 Memorial hwy Tampa
3-24 Stated Communication Tarpon Lodge 6:30 dinner 7:30 meeting
DDGM official visit
3-28 Master Mason Degree practice 7pm Sutherland Lodge
3-29 Master Mason Degree 7pm Sutherland Lodge
3-31 Suncoast Master’s and Warden’s Pool/Fellowship event 7pm at
14100 Hwy 19 North , Clearwater

3-4
3-4
3-4
3-7
3-9
3-12
3-19
3-23
3-26

April

4-2
4-3
4-6
4-7
4-10
4-15
4-17
4-18
4-19
4-20
4-28
4-28
4-28
4-29

4-5 East Gate #355 Stated Communication dinner 6:30 meeting 7:30
4-12 Officer meeting 7pm
4-12 Stated Communication Clearwater Lodge dinner 6:30 meeting 7:30
DDGM official visit
4-18 Stated Communication Dunedin Lodge dinner 6pm meeting 7pm
DDGM official visit
4-19 Stated Communication dinner 6:30pm meeting 7:30pm

March
Bernard Wilinson Jr
John Givens
Richard Weidt
Gaylord Tate Jr
Jarvis Wood
Kenneth James Sr
Henry Emanuel Jr
William Schmoll
Gregg Odom

Richard Clowes
Charles Jones
Roger King
James Hale Jr
Bryan Cook
Jack Bostom
Kenneth Faircloth
Louis Welk
Louis Lanni
Vladas Mazelis
Ralph Jones
Gary Connolly
Joesph Zawacki
Louis Thomas

